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a study published in 2010 reviewed findings from numerous studies relating to
the development of anxiety disorder following trauma (see table 2.2 in the

section on “anxiety disorder;” o'connor, 2010). the authors concluded that the
most consistent predictor of anxiety disorders is trauma or trauma-related
experiences, even if the trauma does not seem to meet the ptsd diagnostic
criteria. the authors also noted that the risk of developing ptsd is about 10

times higher than the risk of developing anxiety disorders. a number of
reviews and meta-analyses examine the effect of specific trauma types on

ptsd risk factors. tsai, chiu, & good (2001) reported that interpersonal violence
was the most consistently important risk factor for ptsd. a review of family

violence research demonstrated that exposure to physical, sexual, and
emotional abuse was associated with increased ptsd and depression

symptoms in children (ehlers, woods, & mayou, 2007). a similar review of
aces, however, found that the family environment (including poverty,

household instability, inadequate parental control, family violence, and
parental substance abuse) was the most consistently related risk factor for
ptsd, followed by physical abuse and other aces. in a study of nearly 400 ss

with ptsd, both having a history of childhood sexual abuse and having low self-
esteem were most predictive of ptsd (belay, 2009). in a study of 457 ss with

ptsd, cuijpers, kleim, & linton (2007) found that history of childhood abuse and
other aces were the most consistent predictors of ptsd and ptsd subtypes. a

review of studies of occupational trauma suggested that the greatest risk
factors for ptsd included role ambiguity, role overload, low decision authority,
high physiological demands, lack of resources, violence from other workers,

and lack of job security (breslau & andreski, 2001). another review concluded
that high trauma exposure, high ptsd symptoms, and low social support

increased the risk of suicidal ideation in ss with ptsd (hembree, holden, &
dubeck, 2003).
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treatment for ptsd after the 9/11 terrorist
attacks, chapman, pynoos, chapman, and chung
(2011) evaluated pretreatment risk factors for
ptsd, baseline trauma exposure, and treatment
response. only two of the 11 pretreatment risk
factors that the authors found to be significant
across various definitions of response were of
substance abuse or alcohol dependence, with

heavy drinking correlating with increased
treatment response only for those without a
history of alcohol dependence. based on a

symptom-severity perspective, chapman et al.
(2011) found that pretreatment factors that
correlated with treatment response included
having more baseline ptsd symptoms, higher
ptsd symptom severity, a higher number of

potentially traumatic events (e.g., 9/11,
hurricane katrina, and the u.s. gulf war ii among

others), ptsd symptoms in the month prior to
treatment, and dissociation. in addition, those

who reported a past suicide attempt and a
history of major depression showed increased
symptom reduction. these findings support the
use of more conservative diagnoses of ptsd. in

their conclusion, chapman et al. (2011)
concluded that while treatment for ptsd following
high-risk events may not be able to remove the
risk for developing the disorder, it may reduce

the severity of the disorder. in a study that
evaluated risk factors associated with ptsd

symptoms among workers who were exposed to
high levels of traumatic events during the
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deepwater horizon oil spill in the gulf of mexico,
robinson, dy, and baker (2011) found that the

following risk factors were associated with ptsd
symptoms as well as depression: high baseline
ptsd symptoms and depression, high perceived
stress, gender, number of potentially traumatic

events, number of potentially traumatic events in
the gulf of mexico region, severity of gulf of

mexico bp oiling, and days of work at the site
following the spill. 5ec8ef588b
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